
RETHORIC IN COVER 
LETTERS
Welcome to the webinar!

We will start at 13.00, and look forward to give you tips and ideas. 

You are welcome to share in the chat already now, what you hope 
to gain from the event and if you have any questions in mind. 

We will try our best to follow up on each of them. 
- Trine & Mads
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JUNE 15, 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ABOUT ME:STJÆL MADS’ intro (!!!!)  �CHAT: You programme + graduation year



AGENDA
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• Welcome

• Preparation: How to analyse a job posting before starting

• The rhetoric's of cover letters

• Selecting content
• Methods for rephrasing your academic skills
• Making sure you do not sell yourself short



SLIDES & 
FURTHER 
READING
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Our slides are now online:
https://itustudent.itu.dk/study-and-
career-guidance/study-skills/exam-
hacks/exam-in-corona-times/webinar-
and-videos

https://itustudent.itu.dk/study-and-career-guidance/study-skills/exam-hacks/exam-in-corona-times/webinar-and-videos


TUNE IN
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CV & Portfolio 
Look backwards
Your past and your experience

The Cover Letter
Look forwards 
About you and the company. 
Why you are a great match. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to know a bit more about more about where you are at. Tune in on you  ��CHAT / POLL: �Your coverletter: does it tend to be - backward or forward looking? �> GIV eksempel på at jeg selv har været meget bagud-rettet, som nyuddannet. ��CHAT / SPEAK:�Will a few of you share, what you find challening when it comes to writing cover letters. �Will enable me to better focus on thsoe topics important to you ‘ ���In short, this is your ”documentation” – your cover letter is your visions. For the past three-four years, trained to document everything! Your source criticism has been brilliantly trained. Rarely allought to just believe. At times this can be an Achilles' heel for academics. The motivational application or cover letter can be hard to write, if you are not sure you can back your writing with prof of previous experience. I suggest you think of the cover letter as a genre – a place to imaging, why you are interesting candidate and leave your source-critical-tradition behind. 



PREPARATION
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Mind-set 
You must convince 

them that you are the 
right one for the job. 

You don’t need to be 
the best. Start by 

arguing why, you are 
an interesting 
candidate.

Knowledge
It is equally challenging to 
write a good job posting. 

Before you start your writing, 
consider if you have enough 

insight about the job – just 
like you do with any other 

project or thesis. 

“I believe, I am an 
interesting candidate 

for this position 
because…”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHAT: hvem kan genkende, at at men ikke har lyst til at søge, for der er sikkert nogen der er bedre / mere erfaring / tvivl på sig selv?��Knowledge is important. It is a career change – from student to fulltime employee. Of course you can’t know everything. It is a great transistion every time you change posistion or even new job. �Example: how many of you are new to ITU? Has there been surprices to have your work and study here? Examples? Remember to ask, which of these they find challenging to answer? �And if their peers have any suggestions for how to best find answers to these? 



ANALYSE THE JOB 
POSTING  
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5 Reflections
• Do you have a clear understanding of the tasks you will be involved 

with on an ordinary day, from 8-16? 

• Is it clear what the company is looking for in a candidate? 

• What are the responsibilities in the job? 

• What competencies are need to have, and which are nice to have? 

• What kind of colleague are they looking for? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sammenlign med problemformling!! 



STRUCTURE
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Headline  

Motivation
Why would you like to spent you time work for them, in 
this very position? Be careful of clichés.

Matching 
Show that you know their needs, and how you can bring 
value to them. Be specific and consider using the BAQ-
model.(We will get back to this)

Short and formal ending
Be positive,  optimistic. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce the love letter metaphore. This is in someways comparable to a loveletter, that will get you on a date – or a job interview. ��The loveletter is a good metaphore, when reflecting on content.So how would you start? What would you write about? Most often mistake: �A cover letter tend to be about you or them mainly – instead of us. Stick to one page! And that is no more than about 500 words as a rule of thomb. �Have seen application with 700 words squezzed in. Not nice to read. ��



Many stories to tell 
about your talents!

RETHORIC:
PERSONAL STORY 

TELLING
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Target your story telling. 

What you need to tell – and what 
competencies you should 
emphasise, depend on who your 
are talking with and the context 
you are in. 

No worries – you do it all the time! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Din historie er vigtig, find en der passer. ���Storytelling. Something we all do, in different settings. At times, ,eet students who tend to think they only have one stiry to tell about their educations. Different reasons: afraids to oversell, stick to what you know is a part of curriculum. One education = one story. Not the case. You should have many and different stories. > Friday night stories. > My case: Career Advisor:Talent spotting and recruitment – now the target group, experience with bringing their talent forth in interview situations. Employer branding – experience with navigating the universities, their rules and administrationGradaute programme coordinator – motivation and personal development from 1:1 talks woth students. �



SELECTING 
CONTENT
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What topics to emphasise? 

o Give yourself time to brainstorm on your best 
arguments, for why you are an interesting candidate 
for the position. Make a minimum of 12 post-its. 

o Sort and bundle the post-its. 
Which are alike, which are connected? 

o Choose the three or four arguments, that you believe 
to be the strongest. Craft your cover letter around 
these. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ønskelisten: I kan ikke nå at forholde jer til alle deres ønsker! (de dårlige opslag)�Vælge det, du er beste til og er dine stærkste argumenter, ��Easiser said than done – practive, and book us for support. One page? Not enough to elaborate on all of your amazing skills or be detailed in the extent you wish. �This is Try it! �Think of your internship, the job you are applying for or your dream job. Brainstorm for 5-6 minutes. �Look at the posters from last time for inspiration. Make sure your reader have an easy time understanding you and your motivation. 



REPHRASING YOUR 
ACADEMIC SKILLS
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= Qualifications

= Advantages

= Benefits

The QAB model can help you reflect 
on the value of your competencies. 

A) What subject specific and personal 
competencies can you build on as a TA? 

B) Why is it an asset to have these competencies 
as a TA? 

C) What value will this bring to the univerisity, if 
they hire you? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have patience –GRUPPE ØVELSE. �TA: find to-tre cmpetencer, italesæt hvad der er deres fordel + hvilken værdi de bidrager med. Very few personal traits are inherently negative.Awareness of the positive and challenging aspects of your personal traits is the key to good and clear communication.The positive aspects are your obvious strong sides. Awareness of the challenges is also a strong side, as it allows you to continuously reflect and work with it, together with your manager. Lets give it a go: excersise. 



REPHRASING YOUR 
ACADEMIC SKILLS
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= Qualifications

= Advantages

= Benefits

The QAB model can help you reflect 
on the value of your competencies. 

A) What subject specific and 
personal competencies can 
you build on as a TA? 

B) Why is it an asset to have 
these competencies as a TA? 

C) What value will this bring to 
the univerisity, if they hire you? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




REPHRASING YOUR 
ACADEMIC SKILLS
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The BAQ model can help you 
communicate your competencies 
to industry. 

= Benefits

= Advantages

= Qualifications

• Start of by telling the benefits they get 
from hiring you. 

• Support it with the advantages you offer. 

• And add the qualifications to build your 
argument. 



AN EXAMPLE 
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The QAB model for identifying your 
competences and their value. 

BAQ model for communicating 
to industry.

• Creative ideas and social awareness of 
team members well being.

• As a TA, come up with awesome new 
approaches for teaching, and sensing if 
everyone is on-board and feel they can ask 
any questions. 

• Students will be engaged, and do better at 
exams. 

• With me as a TA, you will have a colleague, 
who engage students in learning activities 
and do better at exams. 

• I am particularly good at finding new ways 
to approach teaching and create an 
inclusive environment for all students to feel 
able to ask any questions. 

• I have experience with this from my waste 
amount of group work, where I bring op new 
approaches for  how to address academic 
challenges, and spot the need for these 
inputs by being attentive of  my team 
members well being.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pure rethorics! Good argumentation structures – but will get you a long way. �Take a look at your competences-page. Highlight those, you feel it may be challenging to tell a story about, how you use these skills in practice. Quickly assess which one or two traits you mainly practice in team work. Model from Garuda, a competence assesment test. I am going to go through the model now, and afterwords, I will give you a few minuttes to talk about this.Give an example:  Imaging for a few minutes, that you are all applying for a TA posission on May 1. �Now: Why are these skills to your advantage in the role as a TA? 3 minuttes to figure out some good arguments. Present them to each other two and two. Any of your fellow students, that had some great arguments. 



DO NOT SELL 
YOURSELF SHORT 
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Mind-set 
You must convince 

them that you are the 
right one for the job. 

You don’t need to be 
the best. Start by 

arguing why, you are 
an interesting 
candidate.



DO NOT SELL 
YOURSELF SHORT 
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EXERCISE: BEST SELF PORTRAIT

Write to 6 people and ask them to mention 5 things about 
you, that they appreciate. 

Dear XXX

I am on a course and have been asked to do a bit of a  strange and 
somewhat overwhelming task. The thing is, I am to ask 6 people in 

my life to mention five things or quality they appreciate in me. 

Will you help me and share your thoughts with me? 

All the best, 
XXX



QUESTIONS?!
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Raise a hand or type a question!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will just give you a few minuttes to type your questions. �You are also wlecome to raise a hand and simply ask outloud. ��(trine kan holde øje med hænder og udpege, hvem der skal snakke) 



SLIDES & 
FURTHER 
READING
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Our slides are now online:
https://itustudent.itu.dk/study-and-
career-guidance/study-skills/exam-
hacks/exam-in-corona-times/webinar-
and-videos

https://itustudent.itu.dk/study-and-career-guidance/study-skills/exam-hacks/exam-in-corona-times/webinar-and-videos


EVALUSTION & 
FEEDBACK
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We are newbies when it comes to 
online workshops!

Evaluation & Feedback 

Please note in the chat, how you 
experienced the event. 

1(horrible!)– 5 (Amazing)

Please add any ideas, critic, 
comments, or suggestions for 

development. 



NEED FURTHER 
IDEAS & 

GUIDANCE?!
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studentadvisors@itu.dk

Book
itustudent.itu.dk/
study-and-career-guidance/
contact

mailto:studentadvisors@itu.dk
https://itustudent.itu.dk/study-and-career-guidance/contact
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